MULTI-STAR (MULTI-label SubTyping and Advanced Recognition) includes: 1) a multi-label characterization step, which can extend any state-of-the-art similarity-based transcriptional subtyping technique to a multi-label perspective; 2) a multi-label classification step, which uses previous characterizations to obtain promising machine learning solutions that predict the subtype(s) portraying any new single patient. Assigning one or multiple classes requires finding how many and which subtypes should be associated with a sample to adequately describe it: learning this task in the absence of data already associated with multiple labels is challenging. Accordingly, the MULTI-STAR characterization step focuses on generating reliable multi-label references using similar values from an existing state-of-the-art subtyping method together with M-cut and further filtering strategies. Then, the MULTI-STAR classification step rigorously explores predictive models implementing multi-label strategies of algorithm adaptation and problem transformation to identify the multi-label solution that better depicts inner heterogeneity for the subtyping task at hand. The weighted average F1-score is chosen as the optimization metric during cross-validation and hyper-parameter tuning to balance the contributions of all the subtype assignments rather than focusing on multi-label accuracy, which could be biased by major classes. All the multi-label classifiers under exam are compared in cross-validation and testing using a plethora of label-based and example-based multi-label and class-specific performance measures. Furthermore, the most promising approaches are carefully evaluated in terms of the biological and clinical relevance of their patient predictions to identify the best predictive solution for the subtyping task at hand.

MULTI-STAR can dissect molecular heterogeneity of disease at the bulk level, providing computationally and biologically valid multi-label models and predictions, given as inputs the patient expression profiles and an existing state-of-the-art subtyping standard. Subtype assignments are further categorized into primary and secondary assignments to distinguish the most prominent subtype (primary) from the additional significant secondary assignments, improving the comprehensive multi-label perspective. We validated MULTI-STAR independently on breast (BC) and colorectal (CRC) cancer subtyping, using RNA-seq expression profiles from The Cancer Genome Atlas and considering, respectively, the PAM50 Intrinsic Subtypes and the ColoRectal Cancer Intrinsic Subtypes, as target classes of interest. A large part of BC and CRC cases emerged as significantly assigned to more than one subtype from the multi-label characterization step, and the advanced recognition of multi-label assignments in the classification step demonstrated to enhance the prognostic capabilities of the stratification by considering not only the patient primary subtype but also the so-far overlooked secondary subtypes. Indeed, enrichment analyses focused on prognosis-related subtypes showcased the importance of considering secondary assignments to provide more significantly valuable indications concerning clinical events, like relapse in BC or survival in CRC, overcoming the prognostic relevance of more straightforward single-label subtyping methods. Thus, MULTI-STAR both provides clinically promising multi-label classification solutions for BC and CRC and represents a significant general methodological result. In fact, it can be applied to reliably dissect the inner heterogeneity of any given disease based on transcriptional subtyping. Furthermore, it can be potentially extended to deal with other state-of-the-art subtyping approaches, not only based on transcriptional dataset-level similarity techniques.
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